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Abstract 
The game of pool is an extremely popular activity, with approximately 36 million 
participants yearly. As with any game of pool, the most basic skill the player must possess is the 
ability to accurately aim and hit the cue ball. It would be helpful to the player if they had a 
system which would assist with aiming by predicting the trajectories of a shot before the shot is 
actually made. These trajectory predictions can serve as a guide to the player and allow them to 
adjust their cue position before each shot. This lets the player explore many different options of a 
shot and decide which is the best course of action. This system would allow users to play any 
game of pool on their own, but help guide their decisions on whether a shot is beneficial to the 
progress of the game. ​The objective of this project is to design a software using Augmented 
Reality (AR) technology which will assist a player in a game of pool, no matter the player’s level 
of skill at the game. The software should be able to calculate possible ball trajectories prior to 
each shot made based on (1) the current table layout before the shot, (2) the current cue 
placement before the shot, and (3) the predicted force applied by the player. The possible ball 
trajectories and force applied by the player will then be displayed on the table within the view of 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Need   
The game of pool is one of the most popular activities, measured by the Billiard Congress 
of America, with approximately 36 million participants yearly. There are many variations of the 
game of pool, all requiring strategy and some level of skill. For example, the most popular type 
of pool game, American-Style Eight-Ball, requires players to first “pocket all of the balls of their 
color, and then sink the eight ball in a called pocket” (Brennan, 2015). As with any game of pool, 
the most basic skill the player must possess is the ability to accurately aim and hit the cue ball. It 
would be helpful to the player if they had a system which would assist with aiming by predicting 
the trajectories of a shot before the shot is actually made. These trajectory predictions can serve 
as a guide to the player and allow them to adjust their cue position before each shot. This allows 
the player to explore many different options of a potential shot and decide which is the best 
course of action. This system would allow users to play any game of pool on their own, but help 
guide their decisions on whether a shot is beneficial to the progress of the game.  
1.2 Objective  
The objective of this project is to design a software using Augmented Reality (AR) 
technology which will assist a player in a game of pool, no matter the player’s level of skill at the 
game. The software should be able to calculate possible ball trajectories prior to each shot made 
based on (1) the current table layout before the shot, (2) the current cue placement before the 
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shot, and (3) the predicted force applied by the player. The possible ball trajectories will then be 
displayed on the table within the view of a Microsoft Hololens. 
First, the system will ask the player what their skill level is at the game. These levels will 
be defined later in this report. The system will use the player’s response as a base for predicting 
errors. The player will begin the game by performing the break on their own. Then, the player 
will line up their first shot and instruct the device to “Play Game” (or some variant) using spoken 
English voice commands. The device will then calculate the possible trajectories of 
● the cue ball {ball A} 
● the object ball {ball B} 
as shown in Fig. 1. The system will display these possible trajectories in the player’s view. At 
this point, the player is free to adjust their cue position around the cue ball. The system will 
recognize this and update the display with the proper trajectories in real time as the player 
moves. After each shot, the device will relay to the player their force applied when hitting the 
cue ball. 
The system should present an aspect of machine learning. If the player’s shots are within 
the predicted trajectories, the system will increment the player’s skill level as the game 
continues. On the contrary, if the shots are outside of the predicted trajectories, the system will 
decrement the player’s skill level as the game progresses. At the end of the game, the system will 
relay to the player their skill level. These levels will be remembered by the system and refined as 
more and more games are played. 
Trajectory analysis will be performed under the following assumptions:   
● No “trick shots” will be played and no spin will be placed on the cue ball. 
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● The cue ball will be hit in the center. 
● All balls are identical and have the same physical properties.  
● Standard pool tables and cues will be used. 
● The player will be standing at a position where the system can gather sufficient data to 
accurately predict the shot trajectories. 
 
Figure 1:​ Ball Collision Example (Physics of Billiards) 
 
1.3 Background 
There are several systems already created that have a similar theme to this idea, that is, 
using a computer and image processing to predict and assist in the game of pool. One system 
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proposed by students at the University of California uses a collection of games to train a Neural 
Network for suggesting the best possible shot in a given scenario (Fragkiadaki, Agrawal, Levine, 
& Malik, 2016). This system was created as a general use case model that then was applied to 
billiards. It incorporated both a positional and force-based 2D field to attempt to determine the 
next frame in time. As the system incorporated more balls into the scenario, the overall accuracy 
of the model fell. Their models were not specifically designed for billiards, but for predicting 
inelastic physical systems. After doing these predictions, their system then attempts to decide 
what will happen next, and compares this to the actual results. Finally, it updates its Neural 
Network and uses the most recent live image as its next input for prediction. A different system 
dealt in attempting to determine the optimal shot type such as direct shots, wall shots, or ricochet 
shot (Shih, 2012). This system uses a velocity tracker on the cue stick to determine whether the 
player hits the cue ball as hard as the system suggests. Finally, it tries to determine what the cue 
ball does after the shot. The difference between these systems is their method of prediction. The 
first system tries to use real world results, and then apply those results to an ever adapting model. 
Whereas the second system uses standard geometry and algebra to form its predictions. Our 
system’s predictions will follow mathematical calculations and also predefined skill levels which 
are based on player error and success. Our design uses a combination of these two concepts in 
order to increase prediction accuracy.  
Current designs from similar projects can be found when searching for a modern use of 
this idea. The most recent found was a project completed in 2016 by a group of students in 
Portugal (Sousa, Alves, Rodrigues, 2016). Their execution methods involved a Microsoft 
Kinect, a projector, and algorithms that tracked ball placement and cue ball trajectory. This setup 
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was well done and better received, but it did have its limitations. Extra physical architecture is 
required to be added to the pool table itself  in order for this design to be implemented. An 
overhanging projector must be mounted above the table. The Kinect must also be positioned 
above the table in order to track pool ball and cue locations. Both of these come together in order 
to present the player with a single ball trajectory and current ball position highlights.  
These design choices bring some very new features to such an idea. However, new ideas 
can also bring new issues. This system requires advanced setup and operations in order to be 
used to its fullest potential. Utilizing a robust, static system certainly has its place. Though, this 
is not something that everyone can accommodate. The Hololens device makes this a more easily 
moved and set up system, in that it combines all of the aspects of the mentioned project into one 
single device. Our system is meant to give players a direct metric to adjust their cue placement 
based on the suggestions of the system. Instead of building a structure around the pool table, our 
design would seek to use nothing more than wifi connectivity, a Hololens, and an external server 
for image processing and calculations. Each of these components bring very little restriction on 
their place of use. 
One example of a relatively recent system design was proposed by Hideaki Uchiyama 
and Hideo Saito in late 2007. This system design was proposed eight years before the release of 
the Microsoft Hololens. Fig. 2 depicts their system design overview. 
This system is similar to our design in that: 
● It is designed to assist with Nine-Ball (also known as American Eight-Ball) pool 
games (and the like). 
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● It requires the player to capture the current layout of the pool table as an image 
using a camera. 
● The system estimates current ball positions from the captured image in order to 
proceed with trajectory calculations. 
● The system presents the player with information on the behavior of the balls after 
a shooting position has been chosen. 
However, this system is different in a few important ways: 
● The system allows the player to correct ball positions estimated by the camera 
image by interacting with a computer interface and “selecting” the proper ball 
position. 
● The system computes and returns various options of shooting positions, in which 
the player must select one. 
○ Rather than the player ​selecting a play​ based on a ​calculated position​, our 
system ​calculates a play​ based on a ​selected position​. 
● Feedback to the player is presented on a hand-held LCD display with an external 
camera mounted onto the display, rather than using an all-in-one device. 
● This system is designed to give the player multiple options on the best play at the 
time of the current table layout; whereas, in our system, the player will have a 
single option based on the chosen cue position and current table layout.  
Another example of a pool assist system dates back to 1997, which incorporates 
Augmented Reality (AR) technology in the form of a head-mounted display, much like our 
system. This system is more comparable to our design because it allows for a relatively “hands 
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free” interaction with the game and player’s surrounding environment. The system also follows 
the same conceptual points of the previously mentioned design. It is important to note that once 
again, this system’s goal is to display all ​best possible plays​ to the player, whereas our system 
simply generates possible trajectories based off of the current cue and ball positions.  
As mentioned, this system is comparable to our design because of its hands-free aspect. 
This element is extremely important because, “ [a] billiards game requires the use of both hands 
so, any typed input [to an external device] would be unacceptable. In fact, any extra user 
interaction beyond the usual play action is likely to be intrusive [to the game]” (Jebara, Eyster, 
Weaver, Starner, & Pentland, 1997). For their system, “the only real interaction from the user is 
from the natural steering and alignment of the head mounted camera” (Jebara et al., 1997), which 
is the same as our system, with only the addition of minimal voice commands from the player. 
 
Figure 2:​ System Overview Presented By Uchiyama and Saito  
(Saito & Uchiyama, 2007) 
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 Though the Hololens may be less common in the world than some technologies (such as 
the Microsoft Kinect), Augmented Reality is something humans are coming to be incredibly 
familiar with. With its prominent presence in the gaming community,  more effective designs 
and code are being created every day. These ideas can be intertwined with projects such as our 
billiards assistant. The headset being designed and patented by Jannick P. Rolland (2019) is one 
such project. Rolland’s project uses eye tracking to better align the heads up display to where the 
user is looking and re-adjust the image to match the focal point. Rolland is trying to use this to 
better assist medical professionals in training and collaboration. His system will track where the 
user is looking and project information within their field of view. These projections would 
display a 3D object in an open space for members of a team to actively move, point to, and 
further investigate whatever object is displayed. Our design seeks to utilize ideas such as these 
and harness them for the everyday person. Systems such as Sousa and company’s projection pool 
table are more involved and require more robust setup than what could be. Combining the idea of 
real time environment tracking and 3D object manipulation are huge ideas that can be applied, 
and are being applied, to the medical and entertainment fields alike. 
1.4 Marketing Requirements 
1. The system must accurately display prediction trajectories for the cue ball based on the 
current cue placement. 
2. The system must accurately display prediction trajectories for the object ball based on the 
predicted cue ball trajectories. 
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3. The system must adjust prediction trajectories based on the player’s shot patterns 
(accurate or inaccurate). 
4. The system must display the force applied by the player after each shot. 
5. The system must adjust and refine its definition of skill levels as more and more games 
are played using the device. 
6. The system must be easily understood by any player, no matter their experience at a game 
of pool. 
2. Engineering Analysis 
2.1 Electronics  
As mentioned, our design will utilize a 1st Generation Microsoft Hololens as both its 
input and output device. The device, released by Microsoft in 2016, is a head-mounted display 
unit incorporating on-board cameras, microphones, speakers, and projection lenses. The device 
interprets the environment around it by implementing gaze tracking, spatial sound detection, 
user gesture input, and user voice input.  
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 Figure 3:​ Microsoft Hololens 1st Generation Device (Microsoft, 2019) 
 
The following information are specifications related to the device hardware, as defined 
by the Microsoft Hololens 1st Gen. Documentation. 
Table 1.0:​ Microsoft Hololens 1st Generation Device Specifications 
Device On-Board Sensors ● (1) inertial measurement unit (IMU) 
○ The IMU can measure the 
user’s force, angular rate, and 
orientation using built-in 
accelerometer, gyroscope, and 
magnetometer 
● (4) environment understanding 
cameras; two on either side of the 
device 
● (1) depth camera with a 120°×120° 
angle of view 
● (1) 2 megapixel photo/ video camera 
● (4) microphones 
● (1) ambient light sensor 
Input, Output, and Connectivity Capabilities ● Built-in speakers on either side of 
device 
● Audio 3.5mm jack 
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● Micro USB 2.0 port 
● WIFI 802.11ac 
● Bluetooth 4.1 LE 
Processors, Memory, and Installed Software ● Intel 32-bit architecture with TPM 2.0 
support 
● Custom-built Microsoft Holographic 
Processing Unit (HPU 1.0) 
● 64 GB Flash 
● 2 GB RAM 
● Windows 10 
 
2.2 Communications  
2.2.1 Communication Between User and Hololens 
As mentioned, the player must begin each game by telling the system their perceived skill 
level at a game of pool. We will be defining three levels that a player can choose from: beginner, 
moderate, and expert. The purpose of defining these levels is so that the system can set a baseline 
for each individual player in order to more accurately predict that player’s shot patterns. Prior to 
each shot taken, a cone of error will be displayed around the projected cue ball and object ball 
paths. This helps the player understand where the shot they make will possibly go. For example, 
please notice Fig. 4. Assume the green circle is a pool ball and the arrow notates the direction of 
its movement. The left half of this image depicts a rough drawing of a line of shot and its cone of 
error for an “expert” player, and the right half of this image depicts a rough drawing of a line of 
shot and its cone of error for a “beginner” player. 
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 Figure 4:​ Rough drawing of an “expert” and “beginner” player’s shot, respectively 
 
As this figure shows, an expert player may have a much more narrow cone of error than a 
beginner player. As the player progresses through the game, their skill level may increase or 
decrease; therefore, changing the size of the cone of error. The size of the cone will be defined 
by Mathematics as a +/- some degree, referencing the direct line of shot. After each game, the 
player’s shot accuracy will be recorded for reference by the system. Over time, these skill levels 
should be refined as more and more players interact with the system. This information must be 
communicated to the system prior to the game beginning by selecting an icon (“Beginner”, 
“Moderate”, “Expert” buttons) within the initial view of the application.  
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 Figure 5:​ Clickable Skill Level Buttons Viewed by Player 
 
This simple scene is viewed immediately prior to beginning a game. At this point, the 
player must select their skill level by using the “click” gesture or by saying a command. For 
example, if the player says “Beginner”, the system will “click” the beginner button and follow 
through with some specific actions. The scripts which initialize this view are shown below. The 
SkillSelect.cs script defines three functions which instruct what actions will be completed on a 
button click. The functions BeginnerLevel(), ModerateLevel(), and ExpertLevel() are a 
collection of actions carried out upon selection of the Beginner, Moderate, or Expert buttons, 
respectively. In general, once a button is selected,  
● A “skill level” is sent to the server as an integer value  
● A short sound is played to notify the player that their selection has been received 
● A transition into the “Main” game scene occurs 
The SkillSelect.cs script, along with several other scripts, calls Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
components from the BuildUI.cs script in order to render a canvas and build the buttons.  
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The following flow chart summarizes the purpose of the Skill Select interface. 
 
Figure 6:​ Flow Chart Explaining Skill Level Select Interface 
 
Most communication from the user to the Hololens is already pre-programmed into the 
device as Microsoft defined gestures and voice commands. However, the device allows 
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application developers to define their own voice commands and teach the device new gestures. 
The Hololens comes equipped with voice recognition software which will take user speech input 
and convert it to strings for applications to use. Commands can be defined within the application 
development software and linked to functions which complete some action upon recognizing the 
command word. The Hololens utilizes its on-board cameras and microphones to see gestures and 
hear and voice commands. The following scripts list the library of voice commands used in our 
application (KeywordList.cs) and which functions are called when a specific voice command is 
said (KeywordManager.cs). 
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 For the Hololens to be able to accurately show a virtual display to the user, the device 
must understand where it is positioned in the user’s environment. The Hololens uses a coordinate 
system within the space to determine its position in the real world. A point from the real world 
space can be determined by focusing the Hololens’s cursor on the point and using a Raycast to 
collect information about the point. A Raycast casts a ray from an origin point in a specified 
direction of specified length. Once the ray collides with an object, information about the collision 
point location can be gathered. Our system must be calibrated prior to each game in order for the 
software to understand its boundaries; specifically, the player’s position relative to the pool table. 
 
Figure 7:​ Example of Calibration Instructions Seen By Player 
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Calibration should be conducted as follows: 
1. The user must begin by properly orienting the Hololens device on their head. The 
user will enter the application using Microsoft defined gestures (bloom and click). 
2. The user will say “Begin Calibration” to enter calibration mode. The user will not 
be able to use the system without first calibrating the table position. 
3. The user will align the cursor with a predefined point at a corner of the pool table 
and tell the device to “Get Point”. 
4. The device, using its on-board microphones, will recognize this command and 
trigger the application to complete an action.  
5. The application will call a function which requests the position of the cursor 
(Raycast info) and stores it as a [x, y, z] coordinate point.  
6. The user will complete Step 2 three times in total at three different corners of the 
pool table (“Get Point” is called a total of nine times). 
○ Since three [x, y, z] coordinate sets are found per corner (nine total), three 
averaged​ [x, y, z] coordinate sets will be sent to the server. In theory, the 
more times the user requests “Get Point” at different positions for ​one 
point, the more accurately the true position of that point can be 
determined.  
7. Once the three averaged [x, y, z] coordinate sets have been defined, the 
application will draw an unseen “boundary” around the pool table, permanently 
storing its position for the entirety of the game.  
8. Once calibration is completed, the user will say “Play Game” to enter game mode.  
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The script which generates a cursor to allow the player to more accurately align their gaze is 
shown below.  
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The script which generates player instructions, guides the player to complete calibration, and 
also sends table position information to the server is shown below.  
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 Completing this calibration allows the system to recognize whether or not the view of the 
device is within the boundaries of the pool table; and therefore, ​only​ displaying virtual content 
within the defined boundary. The [x, y, z] coordinate sets will also be sent to the server so that 
coordinate mapping between the Hololens Coordinate System and our Image Processing defined 
coordinate system can be conducted. This allows the server scripts to work in a separate grid 
space, but then map positions to the grid space that the Hololens uses for its virtual display. A 
flow chart summarizing this process is shown below. 
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 Figure 8:​ Flow Chart Explaining Table Calibration Section 
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Prior to each shot, the player will conduct similar actions to determine the position of the 
cue stick. Once the player has lined up the shot they plan to take, they must position the cursor to 
the tip of the cue stick and say “Shot Ready”. The application will call a function which requests 
the position of the cursor and stores it as a [x, y, z] coordinate point. The application will also 
gather information about the camera position and rotation and take a picture of the current table 
layout viewed by the Hololens. By knowing where the cue is positioned, what direction the 
player’s shot is headed, and the current table layout (and additional information from image 
processing and calculations), the Hololens will be able to accurately display the trajectories of 
the cue ball and object ball as a virtual overlay. A flow chart summarizing this process is shown 
below. 
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 Figure 9:​ Flow Chart Explaining Trajectory Line Rendering and Cue Stick Position Request 
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 The following scripts are used to generate the virtual overlay which displays the cue ball 
and object ball line of shot and their respective cone of error. ​This code is unfinished due to 
circumstances beyond our control. 
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It also is  useful to the player to see the amount of force they applied after each shot is 
taken. This information combined with their shot accuracy can help the player refine their 
process for taking a shot. When the player takes a shot, their meters-per-second force value will 
be determined by our application and mapped to a 0 to 99 scale. This value will be displayed on 
a small bar in the corner of the Hololens view. The following script is used to generate a simple 
Hit Force Bar that the player may reference after making a shot. ​This code is unfinished due to 
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 Below is a simple flowchart explaining the idea of the Hit Force Bar. 
 
 
Figure 10: ​Example of what the Hit Force Bar would look like 
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 Figure 11:​ Flow Chart Explaining Player Hit Force Bar 
 
The following script is a collection of additional functions which are called at various 
points during the player’s interaction with the system.  
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 2.2.2 Communication Between Hololens and Server 
Because the Hololens must have an untethered connection to the server, all information 
taken in by the device will be sent to the server using HTTP protocol. The information sent to the 
server, using a POST request, will consist of [x, y, z] coordinate sets, integer values denoting a 
selection, and image byte data. Information received from the server in response to POST 
requests will be in JSON format. The JSON will be deserialized and will generally consist of [x, 
y, z] coordinates or integer values denoting a selection. Client side code was written in C# and 
incorporated some pre-defined functions and the UnityWebRequest class, which allows the 
Hololens to send and request information to and from the server. Django was used to create a 
server side connection for the Hololens to communicate with. Django is a free, open source, 
python-based web framework which allows developers to easily create websites. Or, for the 
scope of this project, create a means of wireless data communication between the Hololens and 
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PC. Below is a flowchart summarizing a very general case of the Hololens sending GET and 
POST requests. 
 
Figure 12: ​Flow Chart Explaining General Case of GET/POST Requests 
 
Below is the client side code which demonstrates sending strings of text or image byte 
data to the server.  
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 The code which demonstrates handling GET and POST requests using the Django API is 
shown below. This code first checks to see if a GET request or a POST request was sent. If a 
POST request was sent, the data is stored as a string to a text file in order to keep a record of 
information sent. If a GET request was received, the requested data is sent back to the Hololens 
as a response of the request. 
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A flow chart which summarizes this process is shown below. 
 
Figure 13:​ Flow Chart Explaining Handling of GET or POST Request 
 
2.3 Image Processing  
There are two parts to the image processing section of this project. The first is when the 
pool table is at rest and the system wants to determine where the user is aiming to hit the ball. 
The second is after the cue ball is struck and the balls are in motion to determine the accuracy of 
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the shot. After receiving the static table image from the Hololens, the server will run the image 
through an open close expanding kernel using the following code. 
 
 The server will then take the resulting image with heightened edges and convert that to 
grayscale. Next it uses the grayscale image to do Canny Edge Detection, which involves 
applying a gaussian filter to remove noise, finding the intensity gradient, determining local 
maxima of any group of edges, and finally, removing any lone edge pixels. This Canny Edge 
image can then be used to find the ball positions by using Hough Circles.  
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 These Hough Circle centers will generate [x,y] pixel pairs and will then use approximations of 
the pixel locations to real world [x,y] pairs by running the following code: 
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These pairs are the first goal of the image processing and will be sent to the mathematics section. 
It will also be used to calculate cue direction given a set of que criteria: 
1. The cue edges are two near perpendicular lines 
2. The cue edges must also be nearly vertical 
3. The cue edges must be nearly in the center of the image 
This will also be sent to the mathematics section in the form of degrees rotation about the cue 
ball. A flow chart showing how these processes interact is shown below. 
 
Figure 14: ​Flow Chart Explaining Image Processing Path 
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After the cue ball is struck and the balls are in motion, the image processing will first 
perform all calculations listed above up to the Hough Circles to determine if the ball has been hit. 
Once known that the balls are in motion, the system will use the last calculated cue degree and 
the calculated change in ball position to determine how accurate the user was. This will get sent 
to the mathematics section to be used in expected error adjustments. It will also use the amount 
of frames that it travels before changing directions and the distance it traveled in that time to 
determine the force applied by the user. The following flow chart summarizes image capture 
from Hololens and sending images to Image Processing script. 
 
Figure 15: ​Flow Chart Explaining Image Capture from Hololens 
 
The code which demonstrates using the Hololens to capture an image is shown below. 
This code is a collection of functions which access the Hololens camera to capture an image, or, 
if an image cannot be captured, the script returns an error. Captured images are sent as image 
byte data in a POST request to Image Processing Script. A version of this code can be found on 
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the Hololens documentation website. It is open-source code for developers to use in their 
Hololens-based applications. This code is found within the Trajectory.cs script. 
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 2.4 Trajectory Calculations and Related Equations 
The primary code that will be computing the cue, cue ball, and object ball trajectories and 
resultant angles is written in Python. This offers the flexibility needed to make easy work of the 
floating point values radian values are bound to give. The values it will be crunching are given 
by the data fed in from the image processing portion of the system. Namely, the trajectory 
calculation code will be fed: 
● The trajectory angle of the cue ball, taken from the cue stick’s current line of 
movement, as lain parallel to the longest side of the table (represented by Θ​0​) 
● The coordinates of the cue ball in reference to a predefined grid system 
(represented by [x​1​, y​1​]) 
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● The coordinates of the object ball in reference to a predefined grid system 
(represented by [x​2​, y​2​]) 
The radii of the cue ball and the object balls are constant and regulated. As such, they do 
not need to be fed in from the image processing portion of the system. We are assuming the pool 
set used will be an American pool set, which has each pool ball equally sized at 57.15 mm in 
diameter, represented by d (Issitt,2019). 
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 Figure 16:​ Basic Collision Model 
 
Fig. 16 is used to determine the basic collision relations between pool balls. The 
southwestern ball is the given cue ball location. The northmost ball is the given object ball 
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location. The dotted green line is the predicted path and collision of the cue ball with the object 
ball. 
The first value needed in calculating the predicted trajectory of an object ball is the angle 
formed by the object ball in question, the current cue ball position, and the projected location of 
where the cue ball will impact the object ball, represented by Θ​1​. 
 tan ( )Θ1 =  
−1
x2−x1
y2−y1 − Θ0  
The second value needed is the angle formed by the current cue ball position, the 
projected location of where the cue ball will impact the object ball, and the object ball in 
question, represented by Θ​2​. We can use the distance between the cue and object balls, 
represented by L, to obtain this. 
  D =  √(x ) (y )2 − x1 2 +  2 − y1 2
 sin ( )Θ2 =  
−1
d
D  sin(Θ )* 1  
The third value needed is the angle formed by the projected location of where the cue ball 
will impact the object ball, the object ball in question, and the current cue ball position, 
represented by Θ​3​. This will not be used in any further calculations for the angle, as we already 
have the information required for the resultant angle. This is just to make sure we are using valid 
measurements, as we are using a trigonometric approach to this problem. 
  ≤ Θ3 2
180 − Θ1  
The resultant angle of the collision is represented by Θ​f​ and is calculated via the 
following equation. 
 (180 Θ ) ΘΘf =  −  2 +  0  
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This final angle for the cue ball trajectory will be used for future cue collisions. We then 
need the resultant angle for the object ball and its future collisions. 
   ±  ΘObjf = Θf 2
π  
The force of the pool cue is calculated via the image processing portion of the system as 
previously explained in Section 2.2. Though it will be displayed after each shot made, this is 
averaged as the game continues and more shooting data is taken. 
After each of these calculations have been performed and processed in real time for each 
updated image, the resultant vector angles are used to generate the required coordinates for the 
predicted cue ball position. These are to be sent to the server to display on the Hololens. The 
equations for generating these coordinates are as follows. 
    ± Θ Θ D =  2
 
f  
  L os(Θ ) Δ x =  * c H   
  L in(Θ ) Δ y =  * s H   
This equation format can be applied to collisions between two object balls as well. As for 
wall collisions, these are calculated using the ball’s position on the table and their Θ​f​ value. 
Should no pool balls be on the trajectory line, a wall collision script will be run. The Θ​f​ value 
tells where the ball is currently poised to go. Depending on the coordinates the ball currently 
resides in, the ball’s trajectory can then be used to determine which wall it will collide with. The 
trajectory angle is then mirrored across an axis perpendicular to the wall that the ball has been 
predicted to collide with. A new starting point for the resulting trajectory is then created using 
steps similar to that of the object-cue collisions. 
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Following each of these trajectory calculations, an adjustable error will be added to the 
final trajectory values. These values depend on the experience of the user and are selected before 
using the system, as displayed in Fig. 5. These widened angles of error will affect future 
calculations and widen the possible collision locations on both ball and wall collisions. 
The general organization of this code was achieved with the use of a calculated timeline. 
Due to the Covid-19 outbreak, a majority of these timeline calculations could not be finished. 
However, the naming conventions and general usage of each of the classes used can be followed 
to gain a very solid understanding of how the process flows. Fig. 17 also helps to further dissect 
this process. 
The initial hit is projected from the pool cue with its strike power being determined from 
prior strike strength data. That initial strike is then recorded in a list that records the times of 
each pool ball’s interactions. Then, using the positions of each active ball on the table, an 
algorithm determines if a collision would occur given the strength of the strike. Using the 
distance between the two balls along with the speed at which either is moving, the time it would 
take that impact to occur would be factored into a recording of their projected collision, which 
would then be added to the events list. Each potential collision would be calculated in this way. 
Should one event change the outcome of a previously recorded collision, a new path would then 
be simulated for the affected event. It is a recursive and self correcting system that would be a 
beauty to see completed. 
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 Figure 17​: Collision Event Timeline Flowchart 
3. Engineering Requirements Specifications  
Marketing 
Requirements 
Engineering Requirements Justification 
 
1,2,3,4 1: The system must display the 
trajectory changes of the cue ball and 
object ball in real time (under 1 second). 
This will keep the system 
feeling natural and less 
clunky. 
3,6 2: The system’s AR overlay must be 
easily understood by any user, 
regardless of their knowledge of 
technology. 
This will keep the range of 
potential users unbound by 
technical knowledge. 
1,2 3: The system must track the predicted 
trajectories of the cue ball and at least 1 
(one) object ball. 
This will make the system 
useful outside of essentially 
elongating the cue stick. 
2,3,4,6 4: The system must factor in ricochet 
based on the confines of the table. 
This will keep the display 
tidy and kept only to crucial 
areas of play. 
6 5: The system must function on any 
standard color billiards table with little 
to no modification to the table. 
This will make the system 
widely usable with little 
barrier for usage. 
4,5,6 6: The system must adjust trajectory This adds a dynamic layer to 
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displays based on the cue position, 
player’s hit strength, and player skill 
level. 
the system, encouraging 
extended use. 
3,6 7: The projected trajectories must be 
accurate up to 5० (five degrees) of the 
actual value.  
This will keep the system 
tightly bound to where the 
user is pointing their cue. 
3,4,5 8: The measured striking speed must not 
exceed  ±10% error of the ball’s speed 
in m/s after completion of each cue 
strike. 
This will ensure an accurate 
reading of the cue speed, 
allowing for more accurate 
projections. 
6 9: The system must assume the user 
makes no complex shots (such as 
applying spin). 
This keeps the play limited to 
the table and does not 
overload newer players. 
5 10: The system must be unobtrusive to 
the user’s billiards experience, and leave 
an adequately clear viewing space. 
This will keep the system 
useful, as too much visual 




1. The system must accurately display prediction trajectories for the cue ball based on the 
current cue placement. 
2. The system must accurately display prediction trajectories for the object ball based on 
the predicted cue ball trajectories. 
3. The system must adjust prediction trajectories based on the player’s shot patterns 
(accurate or inaccurate). 
4. The system must display the force applied by the player after each shot. 
5. The system must adjust and refine its definition of skill levels as more and more games 
are played using the device. 
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4. Engineering Standards Specification 
 Standard Purpose 
Programming Languages C# ● Used to write any code for 
applications built within Unity 
and deployed to Hololens 
Python 3.7 ● Used to write server side code 
● Used to write code which 
calculates trajectories and 
projection mathematics  
● Used to write image processing 
code 
Communications Wifi ● Used to send communications 
between Hololens and server 
 
5. Accepted Technical Design 
5.1 Software Design 
The following table lists the software and coding languages used to create the Hololens 
application and server scripts: 
Table 2.0: ​Additional Software Used for System Design 
Software/Language Purpose  
Unity 2019.2.4f1 ● Used to compile code and test 
application functions 
● Applications run on Microsoft 
Hololens are built within Unity game 
software  
Mixed Reality Toolkit (MRTK) for Unity 
Applications 
● Provides a set of components and 
features to accelerate cross-platform 
MR app development in Unity.  
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OpenCV 4.1.1 ● Used for image processing  
Django 2.2.6, Web Framework ● Use to build server side application 
and handle GET/POST requests from 
Hololens  
● Python based 
 
It is important to note that Unity’s interface was used as sparingly as possible for this 
project. Unity has the capability of adding components to a project through UI or script. For 
example, a Game Object can be created directly through the Unity UI, or, it can be created only 
by script. To keep this project mostly code based, Unity was generally only used as a means for 
compiling projects and changing some settings for the Hololens. Regarding the following block 
diagrams, the major responsibilities of each member is listed below: 
Tyler Brady - Image Processing, Head Software Lead 
Sarah Medved - Augmented Reality Elements, Hololens Compatibility 
Jesse Schooling - Mathematics, Trajectory Calculations, Additional Software Assistance 
5.1.1 System Level 0 Block Diagram with Functional Requirement Table 
 
Figure 18: ​Software Level 0 Block Diagram  
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Table 3.0:​ Explanation of Level 0 Software Block Diagram - AR System 
Module AR System (Hololens) 
Inputs - Camera input of pool table layout prior to each shot 
- Camera input of cue position prior to each shot 
- Voice commands from user instructing the system what to do 
- Display information* 
Outputs - Image of pool table layout prior to each shot 
- Coordinates of cue position prior to each shot 
- Display information* 
Functionality Use on-board camera to intake real world positioning of balls and cue. 
Send this information to the server for further processing.  
*The Hololens itself is used as an input and output (display) device. 
 
Table 3.1:​ Explanation of Level 0 Software Block Diagram - Server 
Module Server (PC) 
Inputs - Images of pool table layout prior to each shot 
- Coordinates of cue position prior to each shot 
Outputs - Start and End coordinates for cue ball trajectory 
- Start and End coordinates for object ball trajectory 
- Trajectory error (cone of error) 
- Force applied by player for each shot 
Functionality Server houses scripts which perform all trajectory calculations and 
image processing. After calculations are complete, required data is sent 
back to Hololens in order to display AR overlay. Data is sent using 
POST requests, and data is received using GET requests. Server was 
created using the Django web framework. 
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5.1.2 System Level 1 Block Diagram with Functional Requirements 
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Table 4.0:​ Explanation of Level 1 Software Block Diagram - Image Processing 
Module Image Processing 
Inputs - Image of pool table layout prior to each shot 
- Coordinates of cue position prior to each shot using Hololens 
coordinate system 
Outputs - Trajectory angle of cue ball 
- Coordinates of cue ball 
- Coordinates of object ball(s) 
Functionality Each new image of the table will be captured at a maximum of 30 frames 
per second. They are converted to black and white images, then run 
through image processing software that determines where each ball on the 
table is and where the cue is pointing in reference to a predetermined grid 
system. 
 
Table 4.1:​ Explanation of Level 1 Software Block Diagram - Math Computations 
Module Math Computations 
Inputs - Trajectory angle of cue ball 
- Coordinates of cue ball 
- Coordinates of object ball(s) 
Outputs - Trajectory of cue ball 
- Trajectory of object ball 
- Resultant trajectories of projected collisions, including an 
estimated tolerable angle error 
Functionality The script will run every time a new image is processed. Data will be 
received from the image processing software, then run as many times as 
there are potential object ball coordinates supplied. Details on how 
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Table 4.2:​ Explanation of Level 1 Software Block Diagram - Display Overlay 
Module Display Overlay 
Inputs - Possible ball trajectories calculated by computation scripts 
- Force applied by player calculated by image processing and 
computation scripts 
Outputs - Virtual overlay of possible trajectories 
- Virtual overlay of force applied by player 
Functionality Before the shot is made, the Hololens will display a virtual overlay 
including (1) a direct line of shot for the cue ball and object ball and (2) a 
cone of error for the cue ball and object ball. After the shot is made, the 
Hololens will display the force used by the player to make the shot. 
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5.1.3 System Level 2 Block Diagram 
 
Figure 20: ​Software Level 2 Block Diagram 
 
The above system diagram begins with the Hololens. The onboard photo/video camera 
and internal positioning system work to take in images of the table layout, the position of the 
cue, and the relative position of the headset to the table. These inputs are sent to the server, 
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which then uses this data for image processing. The images are adjusted using grey-scaling and 
image smoothing so that they may be easily interpreted by the image processing software. The 
image processing software determines where each ball, each wall, and the pool cue lies in the 
form of (x, y, z) coordinates within a predefined coordinate grid. Once each (x, y, z) point is 
confirmed to be valid, the image processing software hands off this data to the mathematics 
portion of the system. These points are used to calculate trajectory vectors, given once again in 
(x, y, z) coordinates, which become the display information for the Hololens to use. This 
trajectory information is sent back to the Hololens, and the predefined coordinate system is 
mapped to the Hololens coordinate system. Finally, the Hololens uses the display information to 
show virtual trajectory lines in the AR space, indicating where the cue balls and object balls will 
travel for each shot. This is done for every image the camera takes at 30 frames per second. 
5.2 Collision Decision Tree and In-Progress Code 
As shown in section 2.4, Trajectory Calculations and Related Equations, a reliable 
mathematical model can be applied to any given processed image and used to create a predicted 
pathway for a ball to travel. This is reflected in Fig. 21, which outlines the decision tree to be run 
based on collisions.  
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 Figure 21:​ Collision Mathematics Decision Tree 
The following is the current progress made on these systems. 
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These functions will all be implemented as needed according to a control file that will be 
run on a loop per every updated frame. The following is that control file. 
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6. Mechanical Sketch 
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7. Team Information 
Name Major ESI? Project Role 
Tyler Brady CPE Yes Software Lead 
Sarah Medved EE No Team Lead 
Jesse Schooling CPE Yes Archivist 
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8. Project Schedule
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 Fall 2019 Gantt Chart 
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9. Conclusion and Recommendations 
Throughout this project’s development, a few minor tweaks were made to the overall 
design. Certain plans were changed to simplify the system as a whole while others were made 
strictly to ease the burden on the team. However, no engineering requirements were changed. 
The original idea behind the project did not originally include any measurement of friction to be 
required, but changes to the collision system’s inner workings required some form of friction 
coefficient to be present. Other changes increased the amount of data that needed to be sent 
between all three of the major subsystems: Hololens handler, image processing, and collision 
mathematics. An increase in information allowed for a more accurate representation of the 
table’s outcome given each potential cue strike for a tradeoff in data size that was insignificant in 
the grand scheme of the system as a whole. A malleable project like allowed for major and minor 
restructuring without needing to change the base requirements lain out in the engineering 
requirements. 
The Augmented Reality Billiards Assistant is very realistic in terms of its validity as a 
student design project. The lack of major hardware creation or alteration is a great assistant to the 
scope of the project. It has limited the amount of troubleshooting and adaptation needed and 
allowed the system to reach its maximum potential within the allotted time. Use of spin and more 
accurate collision and ball movement models have been abandoned to make sure the project can 
be completed within one semester, though the possibility for improvement after a baseline 
skeleton has been completed is still there. 
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The outbreak of COVID-19 has been mentioned in the report as a major disruption to the 
project’s progress. It is sad to see that it could not be realized within the altered time frame of the 
semester. Each subsystem was developing at its intended rates with some being even faster than 
initially projected. Given the proper amount of allotted time, there is very little doubt that a 
system of this scope would have major difficulties being realized.  
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